For those of you who are looking to start your “career” Physical Therapy position vs. just taking the first “offer”.

I was once a new/recent grad and like you, freshly out of Physical Therapy school, looking for the highest salary job to pay off my huge loan debt, not caring much about clinical setting or “career growth”. I used salary and benefits to drive my first couple of Physical Therapy job decisions which I feel slowed my professional growth. I came to a realization that setting, colleagues who mentored/challenged me, and autonomy in how I practiced was what I wanted as a Physical Therapist, not just in my current position, but for the rest of my career. This decision has helped me continue to work as a full time Physical Therapist at 47 with me still looking forward to my workday. I established Northwest Rehabilitation to be a company that I would seek out to work for if I ever were to enter the job search “game” again.

WANTED:

Full Time Physical Therapist needed to join our growing Fergus Falls, MN clinic staff. Well established clinic (13 years in Fergus Falls), outpatient manual therapy based orthopedic private practice setting with excellent referral sources and strong growth (reason for opening). Offering excellent pay with benefits and 2K+ year continuing education allowance with bonus structure. Manual Therapy skills are a benefit, but we will train the right recent/new grad.

ABOUT US:

Northwest Rehabilitation is a PT-owned private practice therapy company with outpatient clinic locations in Fergus Falls and Alexandria, MN that adheres to a very hands-on Manual Therapy treatment focus. Northwest Rehabilitation mentors each of its Physical Therapists to obtain their own national Manual Therapy Certification (MTC). Being a PT-owned clinic, Northwest Rehabilitation strives to advance each of its Physical Therapists to their highest level of clinical skill, then allows them the freedom to use their skill set autonomously which leads to higher workplace satisfaction and superior patient outcomes, this is why Northwest Rehabilitation continues to grow.

CALL TO ACTION:

If you are a Physical Therapist (new or recent grad) who is looking to advance his/her manual clinical skills to their highest level this is the position for you.

Please e-mail resumes to: james@northwestrehabilitation.com or fax to (320) 763-4447
For more information check us out at: northwestrehabilitation.com or call (320) 763-5505